
WHAT SPECIFIC STEPS HAS CARNIVAL CRUISES TAKEN TO BENIFIT

FROM GLOBAL SOCIAL CHANGES

What specific steps has Carnival Cruise Lines taken to benefit from global social changes? TECHNOLOGY CHANGE. -
Advent of trans-ocean.

In addition, there are passionate cries from environmentalists regarding the damage pollution of the seas,
disorientation of sea mammals caused by the noise of the propellers, etc. Discuss the ethics of cruise lines
regarding the avoidance of almost all taxes while simultaneously buying ships built with governmental
subsidies. Answer: Carnival Cruise Lines offers cruises to every continent on the global. Cruise companies are
able to gain additional income by being capable of building business relationship with the land-based tourism
company. With registration of 30 flags, and many brand located in different countries, the number of ticket
sold every month is usually high. This will help attract new customers, and the same time ensures the return of
existing customers. Company structure; Market segmentation and marketing strategy worked really well in the
first couple decades. For example: the liner makes a route from New York to Belgium but unfortunately, it
meets a storm near Belgium. Segmentation 4 segments and mass market strategy has helped Carnival
tremendously. Although most cruise line passengers are from the United States, the average number of
vacation days taken by U. Carnival has responded to global environmental changes in a variety of ways. In
addition, all-inclusive prices, a wide range of on-board and on-shore offerings, and the additional safety and
security measures provided by the cruise industry have proven very attractive in light of recent political and
socio-economic events. At the same time, the industry is able to offer various global destinations and on land
elimination package to its potential customers. Thank for its system, the liner can change the route to visit
Holland if without that system, it will be very high cost for changing route. Only in the recent years general
masses have been able to experience open seas and exotic ports of call as purely recreational activity. How
might cruise lines increase sales to people outside the United States? Markets 4. Thirdly, because of its global
system, Carnival can minimize some threats such as the weather. Cooperates with tour operators who provide
onshore excursions. He may be injured, he may have lost consciousness, anything may have happened. There
are always alternative forms of cheaper accommodation for families. The cruise companies must provide
aggressive pricing to retain the customers stands a better chance to survival. Of course, it will want to
minimize any damage to its operations and profits. The specific steps to increase sales to people outside the
united state are: Geographically pertinent themes Design tour package suit to location and places by offering
shorter cruises that embarks closer to home Offered fixed cruise-price - Cost per cruise offer low than others.
It must also carefully develop its global cruise structure in a way that complements existing capacityâ€” or
else work with ports to provide additional capacity. To proactively deal with the possibility of a downturn,
Carnival should invest heavily in research and development in order to continually minimize the
environmental impact of its ships and their operation. Question 2: What specific steps have Carnival cruise
Lines taken to benefit from global social changes? They argue that lesser standards pose both safety and
environmental hazards and that in the long-run, the costs to society are high. Relatively few countries Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and South Korea, for example have shipyards capable of building cruise ships.
The data reviewed is primarily from the previous five years of annual reports produced by the company and
certain key ratios derived from those reports. Concern for employees Problem Statement: The company is
currently is a good spot financially and they just need to decide on which strategy that they They feel strongly
that if shipping lines receive government subsidies on the one hand, it is immoral and should be illegal for
them to avoid paying taxes on the other. To further reduce the fluctuating currency risk due to foreign
exchange, the company also negotiated for their purchasing contracts to be base dont he value of the US
currency rather than Euros. It minimizes staffing costs by sourcing employees on a global basis.


